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Chapter 2772

These people, as soon as they appeared, they used all their strength to shoot with the
momentum of thunder.

“Tong back fist!”

“White Tiger Claw!”

….

“Running legs!”

….

The torrential offensive, like a violent storm, poured down.

Overwhelming attacks swept the world.

It was Lu Hua, who became disgusted after feeling this power.

Lu Hua naturally did not dare to slack off, and immediately fought back with all his
strength.

Bang bang bang bang~

Lv Hua threw out several punches in a row, and the sound of a low collision sounded
like thunder.

In the end, Lu Hua was finally embarrassed and overwhelmed.

It wasn’t until he hit a high wall behind him that Lu Hua stabilized his retreating figure.

“Damn it!”

“Who are you?”

“Dare to take care of this young master’s nosy!”



“I think you don’t want to live anymore!”

Lu Hua tried to suppress the blood tumbling in his body.

After that, he immediately raised his head, looking straight ahead with an angry gaze,
and his vicious words immediately sounded.

Above Junyi’s face, there is dignity and anger!

However, how do these people care about him.

After repelling Lu Hua, the five people immediately turned around and bowed their
heads to Helen Qiu behind them!

“Madam, you are shocked.”

“The Qinglong shelter is late, please punish me!”

….

“Senior lady please punish!”

……

Denren Ye, Croven Li and others worshiped Helen Qiu together, and their words were
full of respect and respect.

The Qinglong was built by Mark and taught by Mark.

Of the five of them, Mark was the teacher, so they naturally called Helen Qiu the
teacher’s wife.

“It’s okay, as long as I can come back.”

Seeing Qinglong finally rushing back in time, the heart that Helen Qiu had been hanging
on finally fell.

She smiled relievedly.

Looking at the people in front of Qinglong, Helen Qiu felt a warm current flow slowly in
her heart.

In the depths of the eyebrows, I was touched and happy.

Only now did Helen Qiu realize that this Azure Dragon team was built by Mark for
himself.



So that he can shelter himself when he is away.

Therefore, from Qinglong, what Helen Qiu saw was all the young man’s care and care
for him.

That guy, whether he was alive or after his death, was fulfilling his promise.

Protect yourself and be safe forever!

“Madam?”

“You call him Madam?”

“Could it be that you are Mark’s disciples?”

“That bastard, does he still have an apprentice?”

And hearing the words of the people in Qinglong, Lu Hua undoubtedly frowned in fear in
his heart.

He didn’t expect that this Mark, even if he died, would still have a back hand!

“Mark, Mark, it seems that Lu Hua really wants to look at you with admiration.”

“Even the things after death are planned.”

Lu Hua’s eyebrows were condensed, and the palms under his sleeves were tightly
clenched.

He originally thought that Noirfork did not have Mark, and this promised land would still
be at his discretion, no one could stop it?

But now, the appearance of the five Qinglong people undoubtedly made Lu Hua begin to
deal with it solemnly.

“shut up!”

“You thief, you just want to murder my wife. You are still talking nonsense, saying that
my instructor died?”

“I see, the damn man, it’s you!”

“Today, our Qinglong, on behalf of my Chu instructor, took the life of your scumbag!”

Captain Li Denren Ye shouted angrily.

“Qinglong listens to the order. This evil thief, follow me and kill this thief!”



Huh~

The icy wind rolled up the wind and sand all over the sky.

The five Qinglong people, with cold eyes and eyes, a big battle, which is about to start!

Chapter 2773

“Kill me?”

“Just rely on you guys who are still stunned?”

“The tone is really not small.”

“I just don’t know, you five, how powerful is Mark?”

Facing the five members of Qinglong, Lu Hua was not afraid at all.

He could see that these people in front of him were obviously people who had recently
ventured into martial arts.

The strength is not strong, it is estimated that it will reach the innate realm barely. Even,
some do not even reach the innate realm, and are just as powerful as those with strong
external powers.

Under the master, it is divided into four levels: internal strength, external strength,
congenital, and transformation.

Lu Hua is already in the realm of transformation, and naturally he is not afraid of the Five
Dragons.

Lu Hua felt that the reason for being repulsed just now was purely due to the surprise of
the other party.

If you fight head-on, these mobs are not to be feared at all.

Of course, although Lu Hua doesn’t look down on these people, he will never ask him to
keep his hands.

As the saying goes, the lion fights the rabbit with all its strength.

This time, Lu Hua intends to make an all-out effort to solve this group of people as soon
as possible!

After making up his mind, Lu Hua no longer hesitated, and immediately set foot on the
sky.



“Lu’s boxing technique, the top of Mount Tai!”

“Promise Break!”

“Qianjun touch!”

Boom~

Amidst the muffled sonic booms, Lu Hua stepped on the ground and rose into the sky.

The surging power, like a deep sea, swept out without reservation.

This time, as soon as Lu Hua made a move, it was his strongest killer move.

And yes, three moves in a row!

One blow followed by one blow, one punch followed by one punch.

A punch is better than a punch!

Especially the last punch, almost a thunderous force.

With a rush of fist, wrapped in explosive power, it swept all over the square, and
slammed it towards the place where the Qinglong was no one.

After Denren Ye and others felt the enemy’s strength, they did not dare to neglect.

The five Qinglong also rushed out immediately.

One is in front, one is behind, one is on the left, and the other is on the right, with Denren
Ye in the center.

Such a weird position is unheard of by Lu Hua.

“Well, these idiots. Why are you standing so scattered?”

“Alright!”

“Zheng Chou couldn’t catch the opportunity to let me break each one.”

“Is this too slow to die?”

Lu Hua grinned grimly, his brows and eyes were full of sorrow and wanton.

However, Lu Hua’s pride did not last long.



Soon, Lu Hua was shocked to discover that with the accumulation of power of the five
Azure Dragons, the original silence of the sky had quietly darkened.

Immediately afterwards, the fierce wind, like a tornado, rolled from all directions and
swept past.

Wherever the strong wind passed, Sha Fei stone walked away, and the storm filled the
sky.

The sky was also gloomy at a terrifying speed.

The billowing black clouds obscured the sky.

Between the sea of   clouds, the sound of thunder and thunder can be heard
vaguely.

The surrounding heaven and earth powers are like boiling water, sweeping, gathering,
and rushing madly.

In the end, the surging power, as if being pulled, rushed towards the place where the
Azure Dragon was.

At this time, the people of Qinglong were like dried sponges, absorbing the strong power
of heaven and earth madly outside.

And the power of the Five Azure Dragons was also climbing frantically at a speed visible
to the naked eye at this time.

It is like a raging fire, burning blazingly, and it burns more and more vigorously.

The terrifying aura immediately changed Lu Hua’s expression.

“Damn it!”

“What are they doing?”

“Why is there so much momentum?”

As the saying goes, the unknown is the most terrifying.

Lu Hua has been involved in martial arts for many years and has experienced hundreds
of battles.
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